Fun Art at Home
If you need any more information on the below ideas, contact me at
cbingley@newbridgegroup.org.

Description of Activities
- Choosing from different colours, using the
choosing boards provided under everyday
resources.
- Using different resources to create patterns and
pictures that are unique.
- Using different equipment to create different
effects (e.g. – Bubble wrap, straws, paint brushes
and cups)
Lollypop Stick Fish:
Using paper to cut out a fish shape, decorate with different
resources, choosing the different colours with the choosing board
an then placing them on a lolly stick or counting how many fingers
the fish has.

Resources
Textured resources
Paint Brushes
Other resources
Cardboard
Paper

Paper
Craft Items
Lolly pop sticks
Colour choosing
board

Sensory Bags:
Using different resources that can be out into water. Choosing from a choice of
two or three and picking certain colours or shapes from those options using the
choosing sheets provided.
Listening with Selatape tape and food bag and let them explore the different
texture and sounds they make.

Food Bags
Different Resources
Selatape
Water
Colour choosing
board

Coloured Bubble Art:
Choosing different coloured bubble water, using washing up liquid
and water with food colouring.
Using a straw to create bubbles then using this to create a pretty
bubble picture.
Choosing from different colours using the choosing board provided
and choosing different colours each time from a choice of two or
three.

Messy Art:
Let them get creative, using different colours and encouraging them
to use the choosing board or verbally to show you what colours
they want to use.
You could use glitter and other resources with different colours and
shapes and use the choosing board to support their learning.

Butterfly Art:
Using different colours and saying their names or using the
choosing boards to point.
Using them to create splodges on one side of an A4 piece of paper
folded in half and then fold together to create a pattern.
When dry cut out some shapes or a butterfly to hand in the window.

What they will have done/experienced:

Coloured bubble
water
Straws
Paper
Colour choosing
board

Paint
Crayons
Pens
Paper
Apron
Glitter
Other resources

Paint
Paper
Scissors
Pen

